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This volume contains five lectures given at a public seminar at the Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm, May 27, 1988. The lectures are based on accumulated experience
in piano design as well as recent experimental and theoretical studies -all presented in a
popular style.

The seminar day was preceded by two days of discussions between the lecturers and invited
representatives from piano manufacturers. Two representatives from Steinway & Sons, Daniel
T. Koenig, Vice President of Manufacturing, and William Y. Strong, Director of Research and
Development, joined the speakers in a closing panel session at the seminar, answering
questions from the audience and pondering future improvements in piano design.

The seminar day was closed by a remarkable concert -"From harpsichord to concert grand" -in
which the development of the piano was illustrated. The stage featured six instruments
representing piano design from 1813 to 1980, and a harpsichord as a reference to the
keyboard instruments before the piano epoch. Three pianists performed on the instruments
playing music contemporary to each instrument. Excerpts from this concert are included on
two gramophone records accompanying this book. The concert was recorded by The Swedish
Radio Company and later broadcasted.

The seminar was initially proposed by the Music Acoustics Committee of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Music. Later a Keyboard Committee of the same academy was founded, which
ran the seminar and additional events in cooperation with the Department of Speech
Communication and Music Acoustics at The Royal Institute of Technology and the Swedish
Radio Company.

The editing of this volume was considerably facilitated by the continuous and thoughtful
support of my colleague Erik Jansson. Due thanks are given to Si Felicetti, Gudrun
Weiner-Rispe and Åsa Wallner for patient assistance in the processing of the manuscripts and
figures.

Stockholm in January, 1990
Anders Askenfelt, editor
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Background
Top

The scientific study of the acoustics of the piano goes back to Hermann von Helmholtz (1821
- 1894), a German physician and scientist, active in both neurology, optics, electricity and
acoustics. He compiled much of his thinking about sound, musical instruments and hearing in a
book "On the Sensations of Tone", which still is very much worth reading.(*) Helmholtz's
interest in musical instruments was strongly coupled to the perception of their sound. In view
of his limited measurement equipment - in which his ears played a central role - he made
remarkable contributions to the understanding of the tonal characteristics of several musical
instruments, among them the piano. In a series of Appendices, of which some have become
more famous than the text itself, he also presented theoretical analyses, including the case of a
string struck by a hammer. 

Helmholtz was followed by occasional studies during the decades around the turn of the
century. These early investigators dealt in particular with the interaction between the hammer
and the string, a question which in fact still not has been completely settled. After important
pioneering works on almost every aspect of the piano in the 40's and 50's, by the use of what
we would call rather modern equipment, the study of the acoustics of the piano has gained a



renewed interest during the last decade. Although many, many questions remain to be
answered, a deeper understanding of the sound generation in the piano now seems less remote
than for several other instruments, in particular the bowed instruments. 

The piano was invented in the 18th century, developed to its present design during the 19th
century - a period during which the bulk of classical piano music was written - and produced
on a large scale and frequently used in all kinds of music during the 20th century. However, a
complete understanding of the acoustics of the instrument will probably not be reached until
the next century. This may sound a little discouraging from a scientific point of view, but the
same statement holds true for almost all traditional instruments. The situation is nothing but a
result of man's incredible ingenuity in developing sound sources which not only produce a
pleasant sound, but which can also be intimately controlled by the player. This evolution has
resulted in musical instruments for which the acoustical function turns out to be extremely
complex, despite the fact that the instruments are based on seemingly simple principles and
made of common materials. 

The piano is a representative example among the string instruments. The principle of its
function is indeed simple; a felt hammer strikes a metal string which is connected to a large
wooden plate. The string is set in vibration by the impact, and the vibrations are transferred to
the plate which radiates the sound. However, for none of the steps in this process - the
collision of the hammer with the string, the transmission of the string vibrations to the wooden
plate, and the radiation of sound from the plate into the air - the physics is well enough
understood to permit a detailed description of what actually happens in the real instrument. In
addition, "simple" materials like felt and wood turn out to have very complex properties -
different from sample to sample! -which further increases the difficulty of describing the
phenomena. 

All this would have been enough, but the most cumbersome step is yet to come. The quality of
a traditional instrument is rated using our hearing as the ultimate test instrument. This means
that results of acoustical measurements should always be viewed in the light of how they relate
to the perceived sound. But this may not even be possible, because the perception of sound,
especially musical sounds, is a field which unfortunately is very poorly explored. There are still
many gaps in our knowledge of the relationship between physical and perceptual properties of
sounds. For this reason, many interpretations of experimental results must remain on the level
of advanced guesses. 

With these difficulties in mind it is not surprising that it was possible to put a man on the moon
before the acoustics of a traditional instrument like the piano had been thoroughly explained. 

Landmarks in piano history
Top

In contrast to most other traditional instruments like the violin or the trumpet, whose origins
vanish in the haze of the past, a specific year and name can be attributed to birth of the piano.
In 1709 the Italian harpsichord maker Bartolomeo Cristofori replaced the plucking pegs in a
harpsichord by small leather hammers which he let strike the strings. Since this new design
allowed the notes to be played either soft or loud depending on how the key was struck(**),
he called his new instrument gravicembalo col piano e forte ("a large harpsichord with soft



and loud"). Soon the grandiose name was shortened to pianoforte or fortepiano and
eventually to piano. 

Cristofori's piano was developed from the harpsichord and consequently rather small and made
entirely out of wood. As time passed, however, the development of larger instruments with
more and heavier strings at higher tensions - all in order to increase the volume of sound -
necessitated a more rigid construction. The wooden frame was successively reinforced with
more and more pieces of iron, and in 1825 the complete cast iron plate was introduced by the
American piano maker Babcock. The iron plate could withstand the increased string tension,
and prevented the instrument from gradually changing shape as the wooden instruments did.
Also, it now became possible to keep the tuning stable over longer periods of time. 

The hammers of the early pianos were tiny, light pieces made out of leather. However, the
introduction of coarser strings at higher tensions demanded larger and heavier hammers. In
1826, felt hammers were tried for the first time by an ingenious piano maker in Paris named
Pape. The success was immediate and lasting. An incredible amount of work was devoted to
the development and refinement of the actions. A prominent name in this connection is the
French piano manufacturer Erard who invented the so-called double repetition action in 1821,
which is the type of action still used in the grand piano. The construction was refined by
another French manufacturer named Herz around 1840. Smaller improvements were made
during the following decades, but since then no essential changes have been made. A simpler
type of action, the Viennese action, lived a parallel life before it eventually vanished during the
first decades of this century. 

The compass of the piano has increased successively during its history. Cristofori's piano had
only four octaves. Today a piano with a standard setup of 88 keys will cover more than seven
octaves (A0 = 27.5 Hz to C8 = 4186 Hz), no less than the pitch span of the modern symphony
orchestra. Furthermore, the acoustic output at fortissimo - small as it might seem (of the order
of 0.1 W) - surpasses all other string instruments. This power is enough to fight even the
largest ensemble (although brute force not always is the best way of making a solo instrument
heard above the orchestra). 

The early pianos were of the type we now call a grand piano. During the 19th century the
manufacturers discovered a market for smaller and cheaper models, and squares and uprights
were constructed, both instruments being economy versions of the "real" piano and filled with
compromises. Both the grand and upright pianos as we know them today developed during
the 19th century, which saw a wealth of patent applications during its latter half. The period of
development declined shortly before the turn of the century, indicating that the construction
was perfected, at least for the time being. 

Several of the recognized piano makers have had a long tradition including connections with
famous composers. Mozart played a Stein piano from Austria, Beeethoven preferred an
English Broadwood, and Chopin's piano was made by Pleyel in France - instruments from
eminent makers which today, however, are out of business or operating on a very low level.
Liszt and Wagner, on the other hand, used grands from Steinway & Sons (New York,
Hamburg) which were very close to the instruments we still are used to hearing 100 years
later. Other old, recognized piano manufacturers still in operation are Bösendorfer (Vienna),
Bechstein (Berlin), Baldwin (USA) and Yamaha (Japan). 

The 20th century has been rather quiet as regards the development of the piano, but a
dramatically increased production has manifested itself in an undesirable way. The beginnings



of a lack of suitable wood and felt for piano purposes can be discerned. This will successively
put pressure on the manufactures to search for new materials which can replace the traditional
ones. This could, or probably will, demand changes in the design of several major parts in the
piano, and the possibility of an active period of development like the one a century ago cannot
be ruled out. 

Thinking about the future
Top

Today, the piano is challenged by synthesizers, especially so the economy versions of upright
pianos. These pianos do not perform particularly favorably either in price or in tone quality
compared to dedicated piano synthesizers ("digital pianos, samplers"). Still, the production of
traditional pianos is large, estimated at 900 000 instruments a year worldwide (1988). In
particular, the grand piano seems to continue to attract professional keyboard players of all
genres, apparently for a number of reasons. Although the quality of the sound probably is the
main cause of its fascination, the mechanical response from the instrument via the keys and the
vibrating structure also seems to be very important. 

In view of the rapid development of new instruments based on digital sound generation, it is
tempting to speculate about the future for the piano and the other traditional instruments. It
seems reasonable to suppose that the singing voice will be recognized as a musical instrument
as long as we use speech in communication. The vowels in speech and singing will familiarize
us with harmonic sounds, i. e. sounds which are associated with a distinctive pitch. As long as
pitch is used as a mean of communication in music, string and wind instruments will take an
exclusive position, because strings and pipes are the only tools available for generating such
sounds mechano-acoustically. A piano-like instrument with struck strings could thus be
assumed to be a natural member also of a future instrument inventory, should the traditional
way of generating sounds survive. 

However, it is also possible that in the future most music will be performed on electronic
devices. This technique gives a much wider freedom in designing the sounds, including
imitation of the traditional instruments. Such imitations could also include extrapolations to
new pitches and dynamic levels, not accessible by the original instruments. It is hard to deduce
a priori if the piano sounds belong to the group of traditional musical sounds which will
survive in the long run, when transferred to a family of new instruments. However, in view of
the present popularity of the piano and recognizing the slow change in taste of musical sounds
hitherto, it is an advanced guess that pianolike sounds will be used and enjoyed for at least
another century. 

Basics of piano acoustics
Top

In this section, a survey of basic piano acoustics is given for those of the readers who want an
introduction to the lectures. The fundamental principles which govern the acoustics of the



piano are presented in a somewhat simplified
form. A detailed and more realistic story of the sound generation in real pianos follows in the
lectures. 

Construction

Top

A schematic view of the piano is shown in Fig. 1. 
A steel string is suspended under high tension between two supports (the agraffe or capo
d'astro bar and the hitch pin) fastened in the metal frame (the plate). Close to the hitch pin
end, the string runs across a wooden bar, the bridge, which is glued to a large and thin
wooden plate, the soundboard. The level of the bridge is slightly higher than the string
terminations, thus causing a downbearing force on the bridge and the soundboard. The
soundboard is reinforced by a number of ribs glued to the underside, one reason being to make
the soundboard withstand the downbearing force. The string is struck by a felt hammer, which
gains its motion from the key via a complicated system of levers, the action. 

F i g .  1 .  P r i n c i p a l  s k e t c h  o f  t h e  p i a n o ,  d e s i g n a t i n g  t h e  m a i n  c o m p o n e n t s .

Fig. 1. Principal sketch of the piano, designating the main components.

String motion

Top

Physically, the string motion can be described in the following way. As the hammer strikes the
string, the string is deformed at the point of collision (see Fig. 2). The result is two waves on
the string, travelling out in both directions from the striking point The wavefronts enclose a
pulse, or hump, which gradually gets broader. 

Fig. 2. The evolution of the propagating pulse on the string after hammer impact.

However, as the string is struck close to its termination at the agraffe, one of the wavefronts
(the one travelling to the left in the figure) soon reaches this end and is reflected. The
reflection at a rigid support makes the wave turn upside down. This inverted wave starts out
to the right and restores the string displacement to its equilibrium level. 



The surprising situation has now developed that
the wavefront initially travelling to the left in the figure, has turned into the trailing end of a
pulse of fixed width, propagating to the right towards the bridge. At the bridge, the entire
pulse is reflected, the effect being that the pulse starts out in the opposite direction upside
down. A new reflection at the agraffe turns it right side up again, and soon the pulse has
completed one round trip and continues out on the next lap. If the key struck happens to be
A4 = 440 Hz ("concert A"), the pulse completes 440 such round trips per second. 

Pitch, partials and inharmonicity

Top

The propagation velocity of the pulse on the string is determined by the tension and mass per
unit length of the string, a higher velocity the tauter and lighter the string. The number of
round trips per second, the fundamental frequency (closely related to the perceived pitch), also
depends on the distance to be covered - the longer the string the longer the round trip time
(fundamental period), and hence, the lower the pitch. The pitch of a string is thus determined
by a combination of its length, tension, and mass per unit length. In particular, string length
can be traded off against mass per unit length in order to reduce the size of the instrument.
This can be seen in the bass section, where the strings are wrapped with one or two layers of
copper in order to make them heavy and thus relatively short. The advantage of a wrapped
string over a plain string is that the mass can be increased without reducing the flexibility
drastically. A piano string need not be perfectly flexible, but a too stiff a string would have a
detrimental influence on the tone quality as will explained below

A piano string, like all other strings, has a set of preferred states of vibration, the resonances,
or modes of vibration (see Fig. 3). When a string is vibrating at one of its resonances, a
condition which usually only can be reached in the laboratory, the motion of the string is of a
type called sinusoidal. The corresponding sound is a musically uninteresting sine wave. In
normal use, however, where the string is either struck, plucked or bowed, all resonances are
excited, and the result is a set of simultaneously sounding sine waves, partials, forming a
complex tone.

Fig 3. The four lowest modes (resonances) of a rigidly supported string. Sometimes these
elementary states of vibration are referred to as standing waves, because the amplitude
contour does not change with time.

Such a tone is conveniently described by its spectrum, which shows the frequencies and
strengths (amplitudes) of the partials (see Fig. 4, bottom). As mentioned, the pitch of the tone
is related to the frequency of the lowest member in the spectrum, the fundamental. To be more
specific, it is the frequency spacing between the partials - which for a piano tone is closely the
same as the fundamental frequency - which is the closest physical correlate to the perceived
pitch. The relations between the amplitudes of the partials and their evolution in time
contribute to our perception of tone quality. 



Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the equivalence of the pulse motion on the string (top) and a
sum of the string modes (resonances) (middle). The properties of the tone are conveniently
summarized by its spectrum (bottom), showing the frequencies and amplitudes of the
components (partials).

The pulse running back and forth on the piano string has a most surprising connection to the
string modes (resonances). It can be shown mathematically that the travelling pulse is made up
of a sum of all the string modes! The shuttling pulse and an (infinite) sum of string modes of
appropriate amplitudes are equivalent; they are just two ways of representing the same
phenomenon (cf. Fig. 4). So while our eyes will detect the pulse motion (if slowed down
enough by the use of a stroboscope) our ears prefer to analyse the string motion in terms of its
partials or Fourier components, so named after the French mathematician who first described
this equivalence. 

Fourier also stated that if the motion is periodic, that is, the same events will repeat indefinitely
with regular intervals, the frequencies of the corresponding partials will be harmonic. This
means that the frequency ratios between the partials will be exactly 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 . . . , which will
be perceived as a sound with a clearly defined pitch and steady tone quality. The statement can
also be turned the other way around; if the resonance frequencies of a string are strictly
harmonic, the resulting motion of the string will always be periodic. 

In real pianos, the resonance frequencies of the strings are not exactly harmonic. The
frequency ratios are slightly larger than 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 . . . , more like 1 : 2.001 : 3.005 : 4.012 . .
. , which is referred to as inharmonicity. The inharmonicity in piano strings, which is caused by
the bending stiffness of the steel wire, is a desirable property as long as it is kept within limits.
According to Fourier, the string motion will now not repeat exactly periodically as the note
decays, but change slowly which gives a "live" quality to the note. 

Returning to the excitation of the string by the hammer impact, not only the amplitude of the
initial pulse on the string changes with the strength of the blow, but also its shape. This is due
to a remarkable property of the felt hammer, more specifically the characteristics of its
stiffness. The stiffness increases (the hammer becomes progressively harder to compress) the
more the hammer already has been compressed, a phenomenon referred to as nonlinear
stiffness. This means that a harder blow not only will give a larger amplitude but also sharper
corners of the pulse on the string. Again, according to Fourier, sharper wiggles in the
waveform correspond to more prominent high frequency partials in the spectrum.
Consequently, the piano tone will attain a different ("more brilliant") tone quality at forte
(loud) compared to piano (soft). 

Sound radiation and impedance mismatch

Top



The vibrating string contains all the partials we would like to hear, but unfortunately the string
is in effect unable to radiate sound. The difficulty is well described by the English saying: "You
can't fan a fire with a knitting needle!" The reader may easily verify this statement by making
the experiment, but can also notice that by means of a large object like a tray instead of the
needle, it is quite possible to fan a fire even from a distance. The point is that a certain flow of
air must be pumped back and forth per second in order to radiate a "fan wave." 

This can be achieved with a limited motion of the tray having a large cross section, while the
needle would have to make unreasonably large movements to reach the same effect. The
acoustic engineer would "explain" the situation by saying that the radiation resistance of the
tray is much higher than that of the needle. In other words, because of its larger area, the tray
is much better than the needle as a transmission link between the motion of the arms and the
motion of the air. 

Returning to the piano, we now realize that as the thin string cannot radiate a sound wave
itself, its motion has to be transferred to a much larger object which can serve as a more
efficient radiator of sound. This is readily done by incorporating a soundboard in the design,
including a bridge as a connecting element to the string(s). But now the piano designer meets
with a new difficulty. The soundboard is much heavier than the string, which means that the
string will not be able to vibrate the soundboard efficiently and the vibrational energy will still
be trapped in the string. Only slowly the energy will leak into the soundboard during repeated
reflections of the string pulse at the bridge. 

In engineering terms, there is a mismatch between the mechanical impedance of the string and
that of the soundboard. The mechanical impedance is a property that tells us to what degree an
object resists (impedes) motion. From the point of view of the string, the soundboard has a
very high (input) impedance; it can be thought of as a very heavy stone, or a very stiff spring,
which must be vibrated vigorously. The experienced reader will certainly agree that this is a
most uncomfortable task with little chance of success. 

Loudness versus "sustain"

Top

However, conditions can be improved, or in other words, the impedance mismatch can be
diminished, by increasing the (characteristic) impedance of the string. This is easily done by
making it heavier and by increasing its tension. But a heavier string usually means a thicker
string, which automatically gives a higher stiffness and hence more inharmonicity, which soon
spoils the desired piano timbre. Piano designers circumvent this problem in two ways, either
by wrapping a rather thin steel core with copper (which also influences the pitch as
mentioned), or by "splitting" a thick plain string into two or three strings, tuned to (almost) the
same frequency, a technique called multiple stringing. Now the vibration energy is transmitted
more efficiently from the string(s) into the soundboard and the note sounds louder, perhaps
"too" loud. Because here the next difficulty appears; the gain in loudness does not come for
free. 

It stands to reason that the pianist cannot feed energy continuously to the string like the
violinist via the bow. Consequently the piano tone is condemned to decay and die. The



question is then how to spend the energy quantum delivered at the key stroke in the best way.
If a loud and thus necessarily shorter note is desired, the impedance mismatch between string
and soundboard should be decreased by making the strings heavier and tightening them even
harder. 

On the other hand, the note can be made longer by using lighter and less tense strings, but at
the expense of loudness. The trade-off between loudness and duration, or "sustain," of the
tone is a difficult problem in piano design, especially as the impedance of the soundboard can
vary wildly from note to note, due to its inherent resonances. It is easy to get a piano in which
some notes are loud and short while adjacent notes are much softer and longer, a musically
most unsatisfying situation. Fortunately, such fluctuations between notes as well as the basic
conflict between loudness and sustain can be alleviated in an almost miraculous way by
multiple stringing, a phenomenon which is covered in detail in one of the lectures. 

The imperfect soundboard

Top

The soundboard radiates sound much better than the strings do, as mentioned, but
nevertheless it has several severe shortcomings. One occurs at very low frequencies and is due
to the fact that both sides of the soundboard are directly exposed to the surrounding air.
The reason is the following. 

Let the soundboard be moving upwards, pushing the air above its upper surface together. This
causes a temporary excess of air molecules in a region above the soundboard, a compression,
corresponding to an increased pressure. The underside of the soundboard is also moving
upwards, so there is at the same moment a temporary loss of air molecules beneath the
soundboard, a rarefaction, corresponding to a reduced pressure. As nothing prevents the
compressed air on the upper side from flowing into the lower region, this pressure difference
will soon be neutralized. Half a period later, when the soundboard is moving downwards, the
process repeats but now the air flows from the lower to the upper side. So, at low enough
frequencies - as long as the motion of the soundboard is slow enough to allow the exchange of
air to take place before the direction of its motion has reversed -the soundboard will uselessly
pump air from its upper side to its lower side and back again instead of radiating sound. The
phenomenon is called acoustic short-circuiting, and can be avoided by separating the two
radiating sides of the soundboard by an (almost) closed sound box, as in the guitar or in most
harpsichords. 

A similar phenomenon can be observed also at higher frequencies. Now the soundboard no
longer vibrates as a unit but spontaneously divides into smaller vibrating areas separated by
thin regions of no motion (nodal lines). Depending on frequency, the vibrating areas form
different patterns; the higher the frequency, the smaller and so the more numerous are the
areas. These preferred states of vibration are called the eigenmodes (modes), or often, the
resonances, of the soundboard. Adjacent vibrating areas vibrate in what is called opposite
phase, which means that while one area is moving upwards its neighbour is moving
downwards and vice versa. Also in this case, it is easy to imagine that a useless exchange of air
between adjacent areas can occur instead of the desired sound radiation. 



That's all!

Top

This closes the short survey of basic piano acoustics. Once again, it is to be understood that
the explanations are simplified, dealing only with the basic aspects of the phenomena. Against
this background, the lectures that follow will illustrate the wealth of complications which arise
in real instruments. 

A note on units
Top

In this volume, the use of metric (SI) units is encouraged. While the use of meters and
kilograms probably will cause English and American readers only minor problems, the force
unit Newton (N) might be less familiar. As a rule of thumb, 1 N corresponds to the weight of
an apple (mass 100 g)!(***) Likewise, 10 N corresponds approximately to the weight of a
mass of 1 kg, for example 1 litre (1 US quart) of milk. 

The naming of octaves and pitches follows the straightforward nomenclature given by
American standards. In this notation the "middle octave" is indicated by number four (middle
C = C4). The lowest note on full size piano is A0 and the highest C8. 

Departure
Top

After these introductory passages, it is time for a detailed voyage into the world of the
acoustics of the piano, guided by experts in the different areas. The lectures follow in the same
(logical) order as they were given on the seminar day, but as the contributions are essentially
independent the readers may feel free to follow their own paths. 

In the first lecture, Harold Conklin, an experienced piano design engineer, outlines the design
principles of the parts of the piano, and makes comparisons between the early and the modern
instruments. 

Secondly, Anders Askenfelt and Erik Jansson, researchers in music acoustics with a focus on
string instruments, present measurements from the initial steps in the tone production, from
the moment when the pianist touches the key up to and including the string vibrations. 

Then follows a theoretical study by Donald Hall, a physics professor with a strong personal
interest in keyboard instruments, who describes a computer model of what actually happens
during the collision between the hammer and the string, and the implications for the string
vibrations.



The decay of the piano tone, and in particular the influence of multiple stringing is covered
next by Gabriel Weinreich, also a physics professor with a strong interest in music acoustics. 

Finally, the sound radiation and its connection to the properties of the soundboard are
described by Klaus Wogram, a researcher with many years of experience in investigating
musical instruments, in particular brass instruments and the piano 

Notes
(*) Hermann von Helmholtz: Die Lehre von Tonempfindungen als physiologische Grundlage
für die Theorie der Musik, first edition 1862, English translation of the fourth edition in 1885
by A. J. Ellis: On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music,
reprinted (paperback) by Dover Publications Inc., New York 1954.
(**) It is true that also the harpsichord can be played at somewhat different dynamics
depending on how the key is depressed. Compared to the piano, however, the dynamic range
is narrow, and dynamics are usually not prescribed in harpsichord music.
(***) This useful remark was given by one of the lecturers (G. Weinreich) on an earlier
occasion.
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Introduction
[Contents of this lecture] [Next ->]

My presentation will be an overview of some of the ways in which the design of a piano
affects its tone and acoustical performance. It is not possible in a short lecture to mention all
the important factors, because so many things in a piano affect its sound. Fig. 1 shows the
oldest existing piano, the Cristofori instrument of 1720, which is in the Metropolitan Museum
at New York City. In a recorded excerpt we can hear this historic instrument followed by the
familiar sound of a contemporary concert grand (sound example 1). 



Fig. 1. Cristofori piano of 1720.* (By
permission of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York: The Crosby Brown Collection
of Musical Instruments, 1889. Piano Forte
(89.4.1219): compass 4 octaves and one

quarter (C - F), Italian, Florence, 18th C., 1720. Maker: Bartolomeo Cristofori.).

It is obvious that the extreme differences in design between these two instruments produce
extreme differences in tone quality. From time to time we will refer again to the oldest piano,
but in order to concentrate on acoustical factors we will ignore or mention only briefly some
of the important mechanical differences. For example, it is evident that the action of the 1720
piano (see Fig. 2, Pollins 1984) is much simpler and less controllable than that of a modern
grand. After listening to the recording of the old piano one can say almost with certainty that
the music that was played on the modern instrument could not be played properly with the
action of Cristofori.

Fig. 2. Action of 1720 Cristofori piano. (By permission of the Journal of the American
Musical Instrument Society).

The hammers
[<- Previous] [Contents of this lecture] [Next ->]

The hammers of a piano not only define the instrument: they also are among the most
important factors in determining its tone quality. The hammers in the 1720 piano have wooden
heads which are covered with leather (Fig. 3). Modern piano hammers are covered with wool
felt that is compressed and stretched over a wooden molding (Fig. 4). Often two layers of felt
are used. In Fig. 5 a modern hammer with the outer felt loosened is shown. 

Fig. 3. Hammers of 1720 Cristofori piano (By permission of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art).



Fig. 4 and 5. Modern grand piano hammers as
normal and with outer felt loosened.

A view of the action from the 1720 piano is seen in Fig. 6. Cristofori glued his hammers onto
wooden shanks as we are still doing today. In a modern grand piano the mechanical system of
the hammer head on its somewhat flexible shank exhibits a major vibrational mode around 260
Hz as installed in the piano. This mode is not normally audible in the lower half of the piano's
compass, but it can be heard in the treble register, as part of the "knock" component of the
tone, beginning somewhere around A4 (key 49), and can be shown to affect noticeably the
tone of the instrument. An improvement in the tone can sometimes be obtained by shifting the
frequency of this resonance. The motion of the hammer as it contacts the strings is very
complex, and is only recently becoming clear (Hall 1986, Hall 1987a, 1987b, Hall & Clark
1987, Boutillon 1988, Hall & Askenfelt 1988). 

Fig. 6. Cristofori action being played (By permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)

The hammers of the Cristofori piano are all about the same size. In a modern piano, the size
and weight of the hammers increase from treble to bass in order to achieve the best
compromise between tone quality, loudness, and playability. Fig. 7 shows typical hammer head
weights for a modern grand piano. 

Fig. 7. Typical weight curve for modern grand hammer heads.

The largest bass hammers may weigh around 11 grams. The smallest treble hammers may
weigh as little as 3.5 grams each. Somewhat more output could be obtained at the extreme
treble end of the scale if the hammers were somewhat lighter, but this would increase
manufacturing problems. In the bass, tones having somewhat more fundamental energy could
be obtained by using heavier hammers but then the piano would become harder to play. An
increase in hammer weight can be counterbalanced statically by installing additional lead
weights near the fronts of the key levers so that the force required to depress a key very
slowly will remain at its nominal value (usually around 50 grams). However, this cannot
compensate dynamically for increased hammer mass. Key velocities corresponding to higher
musical dynamic levels can require a finger force corresponding to several kilograms, and the
value of this force increases noticeably with an increase in hammer weight. 

The heavier a piano hammer is, the longer it will stay in contact with the string(s). There is a
critical region of the piano's compass, between about G4 and G6 on the keyboard. Within this
range the contact time of the hammer against the strings becomes equal to the roundtrip travel
time for the initial pulse on the strings (Benade 1976). Below this range the hammer leaves the
strings before the arrival of the first major reflection from the far end; above this range the



hammer normally is still in contact. If the
hammer is still in contact at the time of the first reflection, losses occur that decrease the
output of the piano and may cause an undesirable quality of tone. In order to produce a
graceful tone within this critical range, it is important to have an optimum hammer striking
position along the strings, to have the hammer strike all of the strings of a note equally, and to
keep the hammers from being too heavy. These factors are interdependent. If the hammers in
the treble are too heavy, the tone will not be as loud. If the hammers of the 1720 piano were
to be used in a modern instrument, the tone of the bass and middle registers would sound too
thin and bright, and the treble tone probably would be harsh. 

The hardness of a piano hammer directly affects the loudness, the brightness, and the overall
tone quality of the instrument. In order to produce the best tone, each hammer must have its
hardness within a certain range. Also, the hardness should have a gradient such that the
string-contacting surface is softer than the inner material. If there is no gradient, the result can
be poor tone or undesirable noise components. In Fig. 8 a special tool called a durometer is
shown in use to measure the hardness and indicate the gradient of a hammer. This
measurement can indicate whether the hammers have the right hardness to make a good piano
tone. You could also find this out just by listening to the piano, if the hammers were already in
place. But by measuring the hardness first it can be determined in advance whether the
hammers can sound good, and it will be indicated how much work will be required to voice
them. 

Fig. 8. Durometer in use to measure hammer hardness.

Fig. 9 shows the measured hardness for three different hammers of similar size and weight. To
demonstrate the relation between hardness and tone quality I have made a recording of the
tone produced by each of these hammers when installed at G5 (key 59) in the same piano 
(sound example 2). First you will hear the softest hammer played six times, then the harder
hammer, and finally the hardest hammer. (The amount of difference you hear in the tone may
depend on where you are sitting in relation to the loudspeakers.) As I hope you can hear, the
softest hammer produces a pleasant tone that is perhaps a bit too soft (dark); the middle
hammer produces a significantly brighter and louder tone, and the hardest hammer produces a
still brighter but somewhat harsh tone that contains excessive noise components. 

Fig. 9. Shore A hardness for three hammers.

The optimum hardness for a hammer varies widely with its keyboard position. In order to
produce tones of uniform loudness all across the scale, the extreme treble hammers must be
much harder than the middle or bass hammers. The need to make the hammers harder in the

F i g .  8 .  D u r o m e t e r  in  u s e  t o  m e a s u r e  h a m m e r  h a r d n e s s .F i g .  9 .  S h o r e  A  h a r d n e s s  f o r  t h r e e  h a m m e r s .



treble usually begins, probably not by
coincidence, in the critical region where the roundtrip time becomes equal to the
hammer-string contact time. 

Fig. 10 indicates approximately how the relative hardness of hammers should vary across the
scale in order to produce tones of equal loudness for an equal key effort. Of course the
optimum value for hardness also depends on how bright a tone the listener prefers, so this
graph gives only a general indication. 

Fig. 10. Approximate relative hardness of piano hammers for equal loudness.

Hammers can be "voiced" by a skilled piano technician to make them harder or softer, in order
to produce the best tone and smooth response from note to note. In voicing, the felt may
either be softened by piercing it with needles at certain carefully chosen locations, or it may be
hardened, either by filing away the soft outer felt with sandpaper, or by applying a chemical
hardening agent. Voicing has little measurable effect on the lower partials of bass tones. In the
treble, all of the partials are affected. 

Good hammers, properly voiced, are necessary to make a fine piano, but they are not
sufficient. The other parts of the instrument are at least equally important. The hammers
merely provide the exciting force for the strings. A bad piano equipped with even the best
hammers will still be judged a bad piano. 

Where should the hammer hit the string

[<- Previous] [Contents of this lecture] [Next ->]

The hammer striking ratio (d/L) for the 1720 Cristofori piano and for two representative
modern pianos is shown in Fig. 11. Here L stands for the speaking length of the string and d is
the distance from the closest string support (the agraffe) to the point where the hammer
strikes. The values for the 1720 piano seem to wander over a wide range to no apparent
purpose. Early makers did not fully appreciate the effect of varying d/L but by the late 18th
century, piano makers began to know what values work best (Harding 1933). Many books
about pianos state that the best place for the hammer to strike the strings is between 1/7 and
1/9 of their speaking length. (Good 1982, Marcuse 1975, Mc Ferrin 1972, Briggs 1951, White
1946, Wood 1944, Vant 1927, Ortman 1925, Wolfenden 1916, White 1906, Hansing 1888,
Brinsmead 1879, Helmholtz 1863). 

Fig. 11. Striking ratio (d/L) for two contemporary pianos and for 1720 Cristofori.



This is certainly not true for all the notes of
modern pianos. In the best modern grand pianos the smallest treble hammer (C8) is always
positioned at the factory for each piano individually and is set to produce the loudest tone.
This normally occurs for a d/L-value much smaller than 1/9, usually in the range between 1/12
and 1/17. As you can see from the curves labeled "contemporary" in Fig. 11, d/L in the bass is
a little less than 1/8, and it decreases gradually up to around A4 (note 49), and then decreases
rapidly. How d/L should vary across the compass depends on a number of factors and is
decided by the designer of the piano. 

In the mid-treble, the best striking ratio often is a compromise between maximum first partial
energy and the most graceful tone. Reducing the striking distance in this region generally
makes the tone sound thinner because less fundamental energy is present. Increasing the
striking distance makes the tone fatter, but may produce an unclear, muddy quality. Here,
hammer weight is also an important factor. 

In the lower part of the scale, hammer contact time is small in comparison with the roundtrip
time for the pulse on the string - from the striking point to the bridge and back again.
Consequently, damping due to the hammers is small. Moving the striking points of the
hammers changes the tone quality primarily by rearranging the relative amplitude of the
partials. If the hammer should strike the string at a nodal point, or near, where the string
motion is small, then the amplitude of the corresponding partial will also be small. 

Fig. 12 shows how the measured output of one particular string varied as the hammer striking
ratio was changed. The graph shows partials 5 through 9. The amplitude of each partial passes
through a distinct minimum point as the striking ratio is increased. If you were listening to the
tone of the string you would hear obvious differences in timbre as the hammer striking
distance was changed, and I am sure you would like the tone at certain d/L-values better than
at others. 

Fig. 12 Output vs. striking ratio (d/L) for partials 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Fig. 13 shows the instantaneous peak output spectrum for two different values of the hammer
striking ratio. For d/L = 0.019 (1/53), the lower partials all have very small amplitude. This is
because the hammer is striking almost at the very end of the string. For such a small d/L the
tone sounds thin and weak. For a longer striking distance, d/L = 0.143 (1/7), the lower partials
have gained in amplitude and the 7th partial is almost completely missing. At one time it was
believed that the 7th and 9th partials were dissonant and ought to be eliminated by a proper
choice of the striking distance. Personally, I do not believe that any string partial should be
deliberately minimized. 

Fig. 13. String spectra for short and long striking ratio (d/L = 0.019 and 0.143).




